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About This Game

You are lost in the forest. It seems that everything is bad and you are doomed to die from hunger and wild animals, but suddenly
you have gone to the old road,

which leаds to the bridge over the river. What awaits you on the other side of the river? There is one way to find out - it's to
cross the bridge ....

You will need to hunt, fish, grow your own food and other useful plants, plan your actions sparingly
spending time in this game, and of course fight with the evil which will prevent you from surviving ....
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Good story, interesting alternate history, and less dating than one might expect from the description. About three hours playtime
for the Astrid route.. I can sum this game up in one word. Boring.

It's pretty apparent that the devs have no idea where they are going with this game. In some respects its interesting but that
intrest dies within an hour of game play. I feel bad giving it a bad game reive but honestly, it isn't even a game yet.

. I should have read more, I thought I was going to get a city building game, not trade...I suck at this and regret this
purchase...however, The game itself doesn't seem to be bad, So if you like trading and♥♥♥♥♥♥..Well, Go one.. Pretty short
game beat it in 2.5 hours. If you like the flash it is a sequel to I'd recommend it for sure, but I am not sure how it would hold up
otherwise. The whole time I was playing the game I felt like I had missed something though, like I missed some dialogue or
tutorial etc. The special box showed a big red X for the whole game and I'm not sure why and I am not sure if it was supposed to
or if I missed something. The game is also pretty glitchy. For a specific example, if you look up or down before using a
teleporter, when you get to the other end it will spawn you in the incorrect location because it spawns based on the screen
position, which is not constant since you can adjust the view. This can get you trapped to the point where you have to exit the
game and reload your save. Also the game isn't very good at warning you went you are doing someone irreversable.

MINOR(?) SPOILERS:
When I delivered the phoenix eggs I didn't realize that I wouldn't be able to go back, and likewise when I left the mountain area
I hadn't realized I wouldn't be able to go back yet again. I thought I'd be able to go to Oukuko and then back so that I would be
taken to the start instead of having to back track all the way back to the monk. Well because of that I ended up being
permanently unable to finish a quest on that save file. Also this game has a pet peeve of mine in games. When you go to reload
your file after beating the game you are unable to continue play, level up, retrieve missed items, or finish incomplete quests. I
never got to use the boat because I had planned to do it after delivering the phoenix eggs (since that was technically a quest) but
then I was never able to go back. Also after getting Hebi there is no point in using anything else, which kind of sucked since you
spend the whole game leveling up sword and armor only for those to both become useless by the additional health and massive
power of Hebi. Using Hebi felt more like cheating or sequence-breaking than the correct way to play (but then sword did like no
damage at that point). However I will admit from looking at the achievements I didn't get and a couple community forum posts,
it looks like there is a lot of content I missed and there may be enough variety to warrant another playthough. Maybe it just went
over my head and taking the boat gives you an alternate Chapter 2 or something.

MAJOR SPOILERS:
I did feel cheated that there wasn't a real General Tso battle, but just a world map battle ("and now for something completely
different") with Monocio and then a stupid easy curbstomp battle against his heart in the 2D sidescrolling format of the rest of
the battle (the battle was a curbstomp because of Hebi being too powerful). Another complaint is that you can "cheese" most of
the bosses. If you wait for Monocio to do the hand/shield attack if you are ready for him and attacking when he drops the shield
the narrow area he goes to for that attack will trap him and you can get about 3/4 of a health bar down. Then back off for his
next attack and move in again before he gets unstuck and you've basically already beaten him. Also if you die on the world map
your mana is not regenerated due to I assume a programming oversight due to the nonstandard game over you get from that, so
if you have none going into the fight when you get to the heart fight you are screwed (since I'm pretty sure you need Hebi to get
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over a jump, that or it is a very precise jump, but I really could never make it and there wasn't a double jump). So what you
have to do is die in the heart fight so that the mana will refill and then go back and beat the world map fight and then you can
actually do the heart fight. Maybe quitting and reloading would fix it as well but I think I tried and it didn't work. Either way it
kinda sucks that you can make the final boss (almost) unwinnable by mistake But anyway I haven't invested much time in the
game, and it sounds like there might be an alternate version of the final fight and of chapter 2 from the achievements? I don't
know. I'm just calling it how I see it.

In conclusion I would *relucantantly* recommend this game, unless you like feeling lost, in which case I would definitely
recommend it.. It does not work on CV1. This entire series is a gigantic ego trip for the director, but it's the most entertaining
thing ever. The game is fine tuned to appeal to streamers, but you can see the people behind it were passionate, and you can
actually get a few good tips for dating and conversation out of this. I got me a bottle of mead and played the entire game in one
go while drunk, and it was the best time of my life, take that as you will.. Such a fun game, Really enjoyable!. Soldiers Of
Freedom is a pethetic poor excuse of a game. The game is suppose to be quote "a soldier fighting for the freedom in the heart
off fierce combat. Conquer different battlegrounds alongside your comrades. Realistic combat, fast paced action and advanced
AI system will help you feel like on real battlefield" but instead is just a move forward, kill soldiers, move forward, kill soldiers
and repeat. Where is the freedom part or the battlefield. I tried looking for it and couldn't find it.

The only thing realistic about this game is when you die you restart all the way to the begining...yay at least it gets dting right.

The "main menu" is pontless. You are in a tent during a "battle" and you go to a board where the 4 maps are but I bet some of
you didn't go beyond the sand bags. Well I did and the builds are basically bulding from Onward, no scratch that they are
Onward builds. Did the develper just not want to create there own builds. And that explosion in the background is pontless.
There is nothing there other then few buildings and a blown up car. But you can go past that and guess what? There is nothing
beyond that other then a desert waste land. I got so far I couldn't see the base. There is an edge to the "main menu".

There is no setting option for the game. What see, hear and control is what you get. No audio adjustment, no movment
adjustment, no reload change option. In fact there is no anything.

There is no training so I guess your suppose to know what to do right off the bat when you start the first map.

There are 4 maps you can play but 3\/4 are locked until you kill a certain number of soldiers the only issue is you can't see how
many soldiers you have killed. The board doesn't tell you nor does a button in the game tell you. And that isn't the issue, the
issue is that the game has only 4 maps. I didn't even play the other 3 because the game was so bad.

The graphics are just terrible. Sometimes I get dark patches or light changes in different spots. The guns look bad and there is
no animation to anything other then enemies moving.

The advanced AI system is a pile of ton ton poop. The AI is broken and enemy AI doesn't even do anything other then stand in
the open or charge. There is not stragety at all. The enemy AI will also shoot you through walls or cover.

The weapon system is pathetic, its like a minion from the underworld. You can pick two weapons to carry with you. The issue is
there is no manual reload. Instead you put the weapon in a reload bubble on ether side of you. There is no holster or stap for
your guns so you are forced to duel weld if you pick 2 guns. You can have only one gun if you choose to. By picking one you
can grip the assault with the other hand but this only worked 1 time for me.

Ammo- You have unlimited ammo, like for real you can just continue shooting if you hover the guns in the ammo bubble and
never stop shooting.

While on weapons the sounds for the weapons are exactly the same. None have their own sounds. The developer just got lazy as
heck. How do you screw up the weapon sounds.

Moving is just teleporting. You don't do any walking motion or push the sensor pad in a direction. How is this real combat? Is
there a military that teleports I am not aware of?

I tried looking to see if this game is early access but found no trace of this being one so this is the full game from the infomation
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I find on Steam. This game is charged at $19.99 and I can tell you now it's not worth $19.99, not even $9.99 heck not even
$4.99. The current state it's in makes it feel like the developer just took short cuts and hoped no one would notice or complain.

The final score of Soldiers Of Freedom is a 0\/10. There are better VR miliarty games and best one is Onward which is $24.99
and that is worth you hard earn money then this game. If the developer reads the reviews I hope they take notes and fix the
issues that are mention in the reviews.

That's the Pony review for Soldiers Of Freedom. FINALLY. I've been able to buy this game... And i love it! It might need even
more randomness! But when is there enough randomness? Great job!. The first time riding a tank in VR and it was in a quiz
game! Crazy.
With updates like this I recommend it.

I just wish I could reset my view so I can play seated in any direction.
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ha-ha，I put an electric fan in front of me when i play,It feels wonderful My smile can show I'm lost in skiing.
Although Horizontal speed is too fast,I had a lot of fun.. I wanted to let you know your software sucks I bought it n now I have a
account alert on it. A little expansion for Medieval packages from PVGames. This time he adds a few bosses.

Before you evaluate negative packs from this creator, it is important to note that DLCs from PVGames are not intended for
RTP style stuff or Celiana\u00b4s DLC. It's because of a realistic concept from this author (as well as his work for the previous
generation of the program - RPG Maker VX ACE).

Full use of all DLCs from PVGames requires patience and a little need to set up third-party plug-ins. Yes, this is not a plug and
play extension. For advanced use of the material, it is necessary to use graphic software.  Here is a link to the list of add-ons
recommended by author himself. . One of the best games of this genre I have played. I would buy games made by these people
again in a second.. Plays like Super Meat Boy but it's kinda good. You get to use your dead bodies in a good way.. The sad thing
here is that I still managed to find about 11 hours of game play out of this alpha. But I have really low standards, this has all the
makings of a really fun game. But for some reason the devs just kind of stopped putting out content. I don't really get it...they
went through an awful lot of work to get this game to the point it is now. Why not just finish what you started and move on.

If they put out more content I will change this review immediately.. Everything worked! Now I can transfer equips for my other
characters :D. Movement keys settings/editing not working and absolutely NO support from developers :(
I am using a AZERTY (French) keyboard and I have troubles playing the game because it seems that I cannot find a way to edit
the key binding that control the in game movement of the character I am playing.
Contacted the developers about this issue and they never replied. Going to un-install et ask for refund now. :(. i really like the
game and would love to give it a good review but i just cant, to sum it up accordingto this game early model t34s can out class
tigers tanks all the way across the map, a.i. can shoot from anywhere ever from cover, behind hills etc, a.i. ary/air strikers are
ridcously accurate as for the players they will go everywhere but the spot you pointed out. this is just some of the things. As i
said i do really like the game but its pretty broken so you take it with a whole pot salt.
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